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CENTRES OF EXCELLENCE PROPOSALS
Monash  University  has  Submitted  a  total  Of  24  proposals  for  consid®ralion  by  the  Commonwealth  R®s®arch

Contr®s  of  Excellence  Committee.  Of  those,  it  nominates  seven  as  meriting  the  strongest  support  under  the
Commonwealth program.

The seven are:
*Galacto Chemistry and Microwave Spectroscopy -

Professor R.D.  Brown (Chemistry)
*Centre  for  South-East  Asian  Studies  -  Associate

`-ofessor D.P.  Chandler (CSEAS)

` *Reproductive  Biology  and  Foetal  Development  -
Professor    D.M.  de  Kretser  (Anatomy)  &  Professor
G.D. Thorburn (Physiology)

*Centre  for Molecular Biology (gene expression and

manipulation)    -    Professor    A.W.     Linnane
(Biochemistry)

*Centre  for  the  Dynamics  of  Structures  in  Wind,
Ocean  and   Earthquake  Environments   -   Professor
W.H. Melbourne (Mechanical Engineering, Monash) &
Professor L.K.  Stevens (Civil Engineering, Melbourne)

*Centre   for   Materials   Research   -   Professor   I.
Polmear (Materials Engineering)

*Centre of Policy Studies - Professor M.G.  Porter

(Policy Studies)
Proposals   from  two  affiliated  institutions  -  the

Baker   Institute   and   the   Royal   Southern   Memorial
Hospital    -    were    also    transmitted    through    the-'niversity.

~  The Research Centres of Excellence Committee - Mr
S.B.  Myer  (chairman),  Mr  R.D.G.  Agnew,  Mr  J.J.
Carlton and Professor D.N.F. Dunbar -has said it will
seek further assessment of the university proposals, with
assistance    from    the    Australian    Research    Grants
Committee,  the  National  Health  &  Medical  Research
Council,    and    the    National    Energy    Research
Development and Demonstration Council.

If it adheres to its original timetable, the Committee
will  submit  its  report  to  the  government,  through  the
TEC,  on November 20.

AUSTRIAN NOVELIST REMEMBERED
Barry  Jones  MHR  will  give  a  free public  lecture  at

Monash on Friday, September 4, on the work of Robert
Musil. Austrian-born novelist who died in  1942.

Musil is widely regarded as one of the most important
figures of modern European literature. His `Der Mann
ohne   Eigenschaften'   (`The   Man   without   Qualities',
193042)  is  a'  monumental  work,   looked  upon  as  a
signpost in the history of the novel.

The title of Mr Jones's lecture is `Musil and the Fall
of the Hapsburgs'.  It will be given in Rotunda Lecture
Theatre 6 at 5.30 p.in.

The   lecture   coincides   with   the   opening   of   an
exhibition  marking the  centenary  of the writer's  birth
and illustrating his life and world.

The display, based on a travelling exhibition arranged
by the Austrian Government, is augmented by material
from the Monash University Library and department of
German.

The exhibition, in the Conference Room of Monash's
Main  Library,  will  remain  open  until  September  17.
Admission is free.

Two further seminars will be held in conjunction with
the exhibition.

On  Thursday,  September  10,  Dr  Douglas  Muecke,
director   of   the   Monash   Centre   for   General   and
Comparative Literature,  will introduce a discussion on
Musil's irony with a paper entitled `Socrates in Vienna'.

And on Wednesday, September 16, visiting Austrian
novelist and critic Michael Scharang, will lead a seminar
(in German) on Musil and his work.  Both talks will be
held in the Main Library Conference Room beginning at
7.30 p.in.

TEAS PROVISIONS
Students  anticipating  re-enrolment  next  year,   and

who are now formulating their financial arrangements,
may  be  interested  in  two  alterations  to  the  TEAS
provisions for  1982.

Students will not be able to qualify as "independent"
on the grounds of living in a de-facto relationship.

Students  who  qualify  as  "dependant"  will  not  be
eligible    for    the    living-away-from-home    rate    of
allowance on the grounds  of being 21  years  of age or
Over.

However, those who already qualify and are receiving
TEAS on the above bases will continue to do so.

MONASH HOST SCHEME '82
More  than  loo  hosts  are  wanted  to  introduce  first

year students to Monash.
People  interested  can  sign  up  by  collecting  forms

from Contact office. or from a table in the Union foyer
(most days of the week).

Hosts  are  given  a  group  of  first  year  students  and
arrange    activities    such    as    coffee    nights,    picnics,
barbecues, and tours of Monash.

For further information, phone Mare Sonza or Terry
R`oche,  Contact, ext.  3126,  or leave a message.



CENTRAL SERVICHS REORGANISATI0N
The   Furnishing   Section,    formerly   a   section   of

Buildings  Branch,  has  now  been  combined  with  the
Equipment  Section,  under  the  supervision  of  Mr  E.
Headland, within Central Services.

Telephone inquiries regarding  furnishings should be
directed to Mr L.  Keeler, ext. 2602. Extension 2060 no
longer   applies  to  the  Furnishing  Section.   Ext.   3076
remains the extension for equipment enquiries.

PRINCE CHARLES PHOTOGRAPHS
Orders are still being taken  for copies of the colour

photographs  taken  at  the  graduation  ceremony  when
Prince Charles was awarded an honorary degree.

The photographs are on display in the main foyer of
the University Offices, and orders may be placed at the
Inquiry Desk until Friday,  September  18.

NH&MRC BI0MEDICAL RESEARCH
SCHOLARSHIPS

Applications   for   NH&MRC   biomedical   research
scholarships  are  invited  from  science  graduates  who
wish to gain full-time medical research experience.

Stipend   and   allowances   are   similar   to   those   of
Commonwealth Postgraduate Research Awards.

Applications  close  with  Mr  D.J.   Kelly,   Graduate
Scholarship Officer,  ext 2009 on September 23..

HOLY COMMUNION
During Third Term, the Rev.  Fr.  John Davis, of St.

Peter's  Church,  Eastern  Hill,  East  Melbourne,   will
celebrate Holy Communion in the Small Chapel of the
Religious Centre each Wednesday at  I.10 p.in.

`NEWSFRONT' DIRECTOR VISITS

The director  of the  film  "News front",  Phil Noyce,
will   speak   about   his   film   and   Australian   cinema
generally at Monash on Friday,  September 4.

The discussion will follow a screening of the film in
the Union Theatre at I.20 p.in.

Organised  by  the  department  of  Visual  Arts,  with
assistance  from  the  Vera  Moore  Fund,  the  session  is
open to all and free.

CAMBRIDGE LIBRARIAN TO SPEAK
The  Assistant  Rare  Books  Librarian  at  Cambridge

University   Library,   David   MCKitterick.   will   give   a
seminar on "Copyright deposit in the English copyright
libraries other than the B.M. in the 1850's" on Tuesday,
September   8   at   2.15   p.in.   in   -room   S4ll   of   the
Humanities building.

Mr  MCKitterick  is  also  a  member  of  the  editorial
board of "The Book Collector" and is an authority on
and has edited the works of Stanley Morrison.

His Monash seminar - one of an occasional series on
bibliograph'ical  topics  -  is  being  sponsored  by  the
departments  of English  and  French  and  the  Graduate
School of Librarianship.

SEMINAR
Dr Eric Spurr,  of the New Zealand Forest Research

Institute, will discuss the effects of forest operations on
New Zealand birds at a special seminar at Monash on
Monday, September 7.

His paper is entitled  "Birds and  1080".
The   seminar   will   be   held   in   Room   232   of  the

Department of Zoology at  I  p.in.

WRONG DATE
Dip.Ed.  students relax!  September 21 is the date for

the start of third term teaching rounds - not September
4 as wrongly advised in `Important Dates for Students'
published in SOUND 27-81.

PADDY'S MARKET
The   Monash   Parents'   Group   annual   third   term

Paddy's Market will be held in the Union this year on
Thursday,  September  17.

The Group invites contributions and anyone wishing
to  donate  goods  to  the  various  stalls  can  do  so  r
contacting  the  following:  Pat  Webb,  25  6407  (Pins c~
Needles);    Nina   Troiani,    288    7127    (Books);    Betty
Whiteside, 878 8502 (Plants); Monica Shepherd 20 6705
(Cakes);   Norma  Cater,   93  2822  (White  Elephant  &
Clothing).

Pick-up of goods can be arranged in most cases.

HEALTH INSURANCE CHANGES
The Salaries Section advises that staff members who

currently   have   their   health   insurance   contributions
deducted from salary will continue to do so - at the
new equivalent rates.

Staff   should   contact   or   send   authorities   to   the
Salaries Section only if they wish to change companies
or switch to another table.

POSITIONS VACANT
New positions available,  not previously listed in Sound:

CENTRAL SERVICES
Patrolman

COMPTROLLER
Maintenance - Fitter

Copies of relevant advertisements can be sighted on application to
Room  101,  First Floor,  University Offices Annexe.

Telephone inquiries about academic positions should be directed to
extension 2047,  clerical positions to 2038,  and  technical positions to
2055.
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